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Good afternoon Club Presidents and Officers (of Clubs not affiliated to Rebus NZ) 

Who could ever have envisaged the events which are now afflicting the Globe when we rang in the 

New Year just 8 months ago? Historically, Pandemics have come and gone over the centuries and 

mankind has survived and come back stronger. Covid-19 is already wreaking economic and human 

devastation on an unprecedented scale with no sign of any slow-down in most countries. 

New Zealand’s geographical isolation has in itself, been insufficient to keep us immune from the Virus 

which is no respecter of borders. Only firm and decisive action by a Government fully focused on 

border control, has at this point left us in relative safety and the envy of other countries who failed to 

follow our example. 

Impact of Covid-19 on Clubs of our type. With an average age in the mid-70s, members are 

considered to be the most vulnerable. This was reflected in the hibernation of many Clubs during 

levels 4-2 with all now having resumed following level 1’s introduction. 

At Rebus, we had expected that the usual rates of attrition being experienced in most similar 

organizations, when coupled with the caution arising from Covid-19, would have impacted on our 

membership levels. This has not turned out to be the case with Affiliation fee income for the 

2020/21 year exceeding that for last year. This further strengthens our financial security and 

ability to deliver ongoing services to Rebus affiliated Clubs. 

Rebus NZ Pictorial Calendar. The 2021 edition will be the 4th we have produced with photographic 

entries for selection currently coming in from across NZ.  Last year’s print-run was a record which we 

hope to exceed for 2021. Resulting profits enable us to keep fees at lowest possible levels – 

just $2.75 for the current year. 

Affiliation Fees. By now, you will be aware that Probus South Pacific Ltd have levied your 

Club at the increased rate of NZ$7.95 per member. 

Rebus Club News. We attach a complimentary copy of our monthly publication showcasing 

news and events from affiliated Clubs across the country. 

The Board of Rebus NZ wishes you well for the balance of the year and invites you to click on 

this link to view our website: www.rebus.nz. 

Warm regards,        

 

 Graeme  MIntosh  (Chairman). 
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